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Seeing in the prosperous Year of the Tiger, Fortune Freespins™ is 
an oriental version of Inspired’s successful, hit slot, Gold Cash Free 
Spins™.  

With a reel configuration of 5x4 and 40 win-lines, Fortune Freespins 
pays homage to Chinese symbols of luck and good fortune, giving 
players great chances of potentially lucrative cash pay-outs. 

The game’s visual vibrancy coupled with its uncomplicated and 
seamless mechanics, gives players the chance to trigger the game’s 
highly entertaining Free Spins Bonus round, upon landing three 
scatters on reels one, three and five. Players are awarded eight Free 
Spins, where only the top three symbols are played for. Stacks of 
identical symbols, award players with mega wins.

With a return to player (RTP) rate of 95%, Fortune Freespins is a 
medium volatility game, aimed at the casual online casino player. 

Available online and on mobile. 

HOW TO PLAY

 � Match 3, 4, or 5 symbols across adjacent reels on a valid win line, starting with 
the leftmost reel to achieve a win.TECHNICAL

INFORMATION

REELS
5x4

WIN LINES
40

MIN BET
20p

RTP
95%

MAX WIN
$250,000

MAX BET
£100 WIN LINES

 � All games are played with 40 win-lines.
 � Wins can occur across any or all the win lines.
 � Only the highest award is paid per winning combination. 
 � Wins of different played lines are added. 
 � All wins pay left to right, except Bonus, on adjacent reels starting with the 

leftmost reel. 
 � Wins on different played lines are added.

WILD SYMBOLS

 � The Wild symbol featuring the two lucky goldfish, substitute for all symbols 
except the gold fengshui coin, symbolising prosperity.

 � Wild symbols are available on reels two, three and four in both the base game 
and the Free Spins bonus. 



FREE SPINS ROUND

 � Bonus symbols are available on reels one, three and five in the 
base game. 

 � Three Bonus symbols anywhere in view trigger the Free Spins 
Bonus. 

 � Upon entering the bonus, the player is awarded eight Free Spins. 
 � The game’s Free Spins are all played using the following four 

symbols:
 � The Wild featuring the lucky goldfish,
 � The multiple, the three and the one golden Chinese Ingot  

Yuanbao pots, symbolising fortune, and wealth.

GAMBLE

 � The gamble can be configured to be on. On if the win is greater than or equal to 
5x stake, or off. 

 � If the gamble is on, any winnings awarded during the game will offer the gamble 
feature. 

 � If the gamble is on and if the win is greater than or equal to 5x stake, any 
winning greater than or equal to 5x stake awarded during the game, will offer 
the gamble feature. 

 � When the gamble is entered, two wheels are presented. The left wheel offers 
the chance to increase the winnings by one third, double the winnings, or triple 
the winnings.

 � The right wheel offers the chance to win Free Spins. The win value can be 
adjusted by pressing the ‘_’ and ‘+’ arrows, this in turn will adjust the winning 
and losing segments of the wheel. 

 � Press either wheel during the feature to gamble your winnings and spin the 
pointer.

 � If the pointer stops on the green segment, the cash value or Free Spins are 
awarded.

 � If the pointer stops on the red segment, the player loses their winnings and 
exits to the base game. 

 � Winning can be gambled up to a maximum win amount of £250,000. Once the 
maximum win amount is reached, winning are automatically collected and the 
gamble will be exited.

 � A maximum of 30 Free Spins can be achieved in the gamble for Free Spins 
wheel. Once this is reached, the Free Spins wheel is disabled, while the player is 
still able to gamble on the Cash wheel. 

 � Press the ‘COLLECT’ button during the feature to collect your winnings. 
 � The expected payback for the gamble is 100%.
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